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Published just in time for Father's Day, this engagingly witty discourse takes readers along on
Owen's golfing adventures--playing the Masters course in Augusta, touring Ireland's greatest
greens, meeting the sport's real millionaires (the equipment manufacturers), and chatting with
local duffers. Line drawings.
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GOLF WHEN I WAS TWELVE AND THIRTEEN, BUT then I stopped. For one thing, I was
terrible. For another, it was 1969. Richard Nixon played golf, and Jerry Garcia didn’t, and the war
in Vietnam seemed not entirely un-golf-related, and so forth. At the age of thirty-six, though, I
took it up again. My friend Martha invited me to play one day, and on a whim I went. I shot a
humiliating score, but something clicked in my head. The next day, I joined the little nine-hole
golf club in the small Connecticut town where I live. I bought shoes, a bag, a glove, and a lot of
other stuff. I already had some clubs, an old set that my brother, a good golfer, had abandoned.
For a few years, those clubs had been behind a chair in my office, and I had gradually begun to
enjoy thinking of myself as the sort of person who just has a bunch of golf stuff lying around.
Now, I started playing as often as I could, usually several times a week, a practice I have
continued to this day.I like to start off as soon as it’s light enough to see. At that time of day, I am
almost always the only person on the course, except for the greenkeeper, who lives in a small
house just behind the pro shop. He has maintained the course for twenty-five years, and he has
become a part of its fabric. Even when I don’t see him, I find his spoor: the meandering tracks of
his golf cart, his footprints near the sprinkler controls, a pocket of his cigar smoke trapped in the
damp air under the trees behind the fourth green. Visible or not, he makes me nervous. He has
the third lowest handicap in the club, and he always seems to turn up just before I have to hit a
difficult shot. Sitting stiffly in his cart, he looks like an alarmed librarian watching a reader bend
back the pages of a book. Sometimes, though, he nods, or makes a slight waving motion with a
hose, or offers a curt observation about the weather. One morning, I came within a few inches of
sinking a tricky thirty-five-foot putt on the fifth green, near a patch of burned-up grass that he
was watering by hand. “That was a good putt, that,” he said without taking the cigar from his
mouth, a comment I view as my highest achievement in the game to date.When I play early in
the morning, the greens are so wet that from a distance they look almost white. A rolling ball



kicks up a plume of spray, like a car driving through a flooded parking lot. Greens that in the
afternoon will be as hard and fast as bowling lanes are so slow now that I have to muscle the ball
to get it near the hole. When I am finished, I can look at the ground and see an exact diagram of
my putts preserved in the dew. When I have badly misread a putt, I will sometimes walk back
over the line to conceal the evidence with footprints. The diagrams last until the green-keeper’s
sleepy teenage assistants arrive with their mowers and their Walkmans. Eyes half-closed, with
steps as slow as elephants’, they erase the sad history of my putting one broad stripe at a time,
clearing my account, resetting the course to zero.One of the things I like best about golf is the
sense of infinite possibility. Even a lousy golfer will accidentally hit a great shot once or twice in a
round. Every so often, I’ll sink a long chip, or drop my tee shot three feet from the pin on number
three, or hit a gently drawing seven-iron into the green on number six. Other sports are different;
I could swing at major-league pitches for the rest of my life and never come close to hitting a
home run. But in golf there is always the chance that the next shot, or the one after that, will be
terrific. And if it can happen once, why not again? Golf is addicting because it is whimsical. Like
a pigeon pecking at a colored disk in a psychology experiment, I keep playing because every so
often I am rewarded.Golf is appealing for other reasons as well. Although a typical round of golf,
like a typical baseball game, consists primarily of inactivity, the inactivity is punctuated by
moments of tantalizing violence. A golf ball is a big, sleek, slow-motion bullet that you can see,
and with the surprising strength of your own body you can send it whizzing perhaps a sixth of a
mile away. A golfer is a sniper. Studying a difficult pin placement and selecting the right club from
his bag, he is a sharpshooter coolly preparing to pick off the madman who is holding the first
grade hostage on the fourteenth green.Murderous instincts aside, I am a sucker for any activity
involving equipment that you have to buy. If I had not become a writer, I could have been happy
as an office manager, avidly purchasing case after case of felt-tip pens, correction fluid, paper
clips, and staples. I feel the same way about power tools, which have a sleek and titillating
loveliness that is distinct from any function. And I feel the same way about golf stuff. I like to buy
balls four or five dozen at a time and stack the individual sleeves in neat columns on a shelf in
my office directly across from my desk, so that I can look at them while I work. I like to carry a
few tees and ball markers in my pocket at all times, even in winter. I like to clean the heads of my
clubs with steel wool, a toothbrush, and toothpicks. I like to assemble and arrange my equipment
the night before an important match, like an Apache warrior straightening the feathers on his
arrows on the eve of battle.Nongolfers tend not to understand the compulsiveness of those who
play compulsively. A friend once asked me, “When you say you love golf, do you mean you love
being outside on a nice day, or do you actually love the game?” I said I did enjoy being outside,
but that it was really the game that got my juices going. He said he couldn’t understand that.
How could anyone get excited about just hitting a ball? He had played golf a few times, he said,
and he had liked it well enough, but he could take it or leave it. Soon after our conversation he
married a golfer and began to play frequently. A couple of months later, he called me and said,
“Now I understand what you mean.” He had improved to the point where he was able to hit a



good shot every once in awhile. When he finished a round now, he said, he found himself
thinking anxiously (even compulsively) about when he might be able to begin another.When I
am unable to play golf, I try to find substitutes. On the hill behind my house is a grove of
enormous white pines and blue spruces. The trees shield my house from the road and block the
winds that blow over the hill. Not long after I began playing, I realized that the trees are virtually
impenetrable to golf balls. I can take a full swing with a seven-iron from forty yards away and be
confident that the ball will never, or almost never, reach the street. Sometimes it will even squirt
back into the yard, saving me the trouble of looking for it. Before I realized that my trees could be
a backstop, I had to content myself with hitting soft wedge shots from just in front of the front
door to just in front of an old stone wall, a distance of about sixty yards, and then from just in
front of the stone wall down to the narrow isthmus of grass between the back door and some big
weeds. The return shot requires great concentration. Pulling the ball slightly will send it clattering
across the roof or bouncing off the clapboards; the faintest push will bury it in heather and
poison ivy. Any iciness of nerve that I have as a golfer has arisen from repeatedly forcing myself
to negotiate these twin perils.Like most compulsive golfers, I practice my swing at every
opportunity. I once tried on a pair of pants before buying them at Penney’s even though I already
knew they were the right size; I wanted to check my pivot in the big triple mirrors in the dressing
room. When practicing a full swing is socially unacceptable (for example, when I am talking to an
old lady at a wedding reception), I will sometimes practice shifting my weight from my right foot
to my left. The movement is so subtle that no one would ever suspect—except my children, who
almost always catch me, saying, “Daddy, are you practicing your swing?” (In order to condition
my children to approve of my playing lots and lots of golf, I always give them any money I win on
the course. I sometimes give them money even if I have lost.) When I am driving my car, I hold
the steering wheel as though I were gripping a golf club, with a little extra pressure in the last
three fingers of my left hand. When I am raking leaves in my yard, I try to pivot on each stroke
exactly as I would if I were swinging my pitching wedge. I am deeply envious of my brother,
whose bedroom has high ceilings and a large closet with mirror-covered folding doors. The
bedroom is so large and the ceiling so high that he can stand in front of the mirrors and take a
full swing with a driver. In addition, he can arrange the closet doors in such a way that he sees
the same view of himself that an observer standing in front of him would see, rather than a mirror-
reversed simulation.During my first couple of weeks as a born-again golfer, I was embarrassed
to swing a club in public. On the first tee one day, I hit my ball sideways, nearly killing a man on
the putting green. I hit so many balls into the woods that I seldom had trouble finding at least one
of my own when I went into the woods to look for the one I had just hit. I clawed enormous divots
from the fairways. I launched putts in improbable directions and wildly miscalculated distances.
But the more I played, the more I realized that I wasn’t all that much worse than most of the other
golfers I saw. Even after just a couple of weeks, I found that I could keep up with my friends, or at
least play along beside them without infuriating them. In fact, they scarcely seemed to notice me
at all, so absorbed were they in their own struggles. As my friend Jim told me, “Nobody ever



gave a shit about how anybody else played golf.”Now that I have gotten my game into
reasonable shape, I am unashamed to play anywhere. In a little over three years, I have worked
my handicap down from forty or so to a single digit, and I hope to keep chipping away at it over
the next decade or so, until age and stiff muscles begin to nudge it back up again. I am a
member of two golf clubs, a small one in my own town and a big one a couple of towns away. I
own six pairs of golf shoes. I buy spikes in boxes of one hundred and change them frequently. I
have four golf bags, two of which I use only to store clubs that I don’t use anymore. I can happily
spend half an hour scouring the pages of a golf-equipment catalog. My front-hall closet is
crowded with swing-training devices. I own two virtually identical sets of clubs, and I have them
both regripped twice a year. My entanglement with golf has progressed to the point where I even
dream about playing. Curiously, virtually all my dreams are quite mundane. In them I am usually
playing an ordinary round on my local course, hitting some shots well and others poorly, missing
and making short putts at my usual frequency. My golf dreams remind me of a dream I once had
in which I played a full game of solitaire, patiently flipping card after card, then shuffled the deck
and began to play again. When I told my friend Jim about my golf dreams, I said, “You’d think
that I could at least dream about playing someplace exotic, like St. Andrews or Pebble Beach.”
Jim said, “Yeah. After all, it’s free.”*For the first time in my life, furthermore, I can understand why
a person might move to Florida. I am afraid of old age, but I console myself by thinking that when
I am twenty-five years older than I am now, I will at least be able to live in one of those golf-
course condominiums, wear golf clothes all the time, and drive to the grocery store in a cart. And
I’ll still be able to watch golf on TV. And even if I no longer have the strength to lift a golf club to
my shoulder, I will still be able to chip. Or, at the very least, to putt.One of the hardest things
about becoming a golfer, for me, has been finding a way to conceive of the game as something
more than just a pastime for people who have more leisure than they deserve. For an American
of a certain age, cultural outlook, and political inclination, a love of golf is more than faintly
embarrassing. Is there any sound more evocative of grody Republican smugness than the
sound of golf spikes on brick? In my mind I am seventeen years old and smoking hashish at a
Janis Joplin concert. In actual fact I am virtually middle-aged and telling a joke about women
golfers while waiting for my tee time at a three-day member-guest tournament.* When I
exchange pleasantries with the guy who carries my bag from the storage room to the first tee, I
hear myself using the same tone of condescending familiarity that my father uses with the guy
who carries his.The inescapable truth is that, at least in this country, golf carries a heavy freight
of ugliness. Golf in America is conceptually inseparable from the country club, one of our most
repellent native institutions. To play golf at all is to endorse, at least in some symbolic sense, the
inherent unseemliness of American society. The fact that golf is played by people of all incomes
and races and religions is encouraging but doesn’t make up for everything. Golf is still a game of
exclusion.As a result, golf occupies such shaky moral ground that nonplayers feel entitled to
abhor it as a matter of course. The assumption is that a golfer has no defense. “I didn’t marry a
golfer,” my wife said menacingly, a remark perhaps not unrelated to her discovery that I had



broken her car’s windshield with a slightly misdirected pitch shot that I had been aiming at an
outdoor lamp. (My wife refers to herself not as a golf widow but as a golf divorcée.) Fortunately,
her antagonism does not diminish my enjoyment of the game. In fact, it may enhance it. Still,
there are times when I find myself wishing that she would learn to like golf—not to the point of
taking it up herself, of course, but perhaps to the point of joining me some afternoon for a few
happy hours spent watching videotapes of my swing.Even if one disregards the moral
dimension, a love for golf is problematic. Golf is to sports what dentistry is to medicine. In the
eyes of other athletes, a golfer is a slacker. He’s the guy who is too fat, or too slow, or too short to
make it in any sport where people have to breathe hard. Golf, furthermore, is the only
professional sport in which one is likely to see a competitor smoking a cigar while competing. It’s
the only sport in which the contestants hire other people to carry their equipment, the winning
score can be a negative number, and players can wear more or less whatever they want,
including black socks, flared pants, and cowboy hats. At the country-club level, the game is even
more absurd. A typical five-hour match consists of perhaps ten minutes of mild physical exertion
accompanied by four hours and fifty minutes of standing still or driving around in a miniature
electric car. Golf is the only sport in which a participant will routinely pause midway through an
important contest to eat a hot dog. Off the course, golfers are perhaps the most tedious
conversationalists in all of sport. There are not ten golfers in the world who have not at some
time imperiled the mental health of someone they love with a stroke-by-stroke recounting of
some unremarkable recent round.Nonetheless, golf does have some objective virtues. I will list
them, so that the thoughtful golfer can refer to them easily, perhaps while arguing with his wife.1.
Golf is just a game. Games don’t do anything to solve the world’s problems, but they don’t do
very much to make most of them worse, either. That is more than can be said about a lot of the
things that a lot of people spend a lot of their time doing.2. Golf is founded on honesty. It is the
only professional sport in which players are expected to—and often actually do—call penalties
on themselves. In the National Football League, a running back would be considered negligent if
he did not try to steal a few extra inches by surreptitiously nudging the ball forward after being
tackled. A golfer, in contrast, is expected to call a penalty on himself if, for example, his ball
moves slightly all by itself after he has addressed it.On the other hand, there is probably more
routine cheating in golf than there is in any other sport. There’s an old joke about the golfer who
is so accustomed to fudging his score that when he one day shoots a hole in one, he marks it on
his card as a zero. Most amateur golfers play the game according to absurdly generous rules of
their own devising. There are even well-known professionals who are notorious among their
peers for not calling penalties on themselves, and even for improving their lies when no one is
looking. Still, intentions count for something, and golf intends to be a game of honor.3. Playing
eighteen holes with someone is a good way to take his or her measure. The game has a way of
magnifying character flaws—whininess, explosiveness, dishonesty, lack of charity, self-delusion
—that may be less readily detectable in nongolfing situations. You can know a guy for twenty
years and not realize he’s a jerk until you’ve played a round of golf with him. The much-derided



male custom of conducting business on the golf course actually has a certain validity. Would you
really want to invest your life’s savings with somebody who had just toed his ball into a better lie
when he thought you weren’t looking? (No. But you might want to retain him as your lawyer.)4.
Golf is a sociable game. There is so much downtime during a typical round that golfing partners
can actually carry on real conversations between shots. I have met many nice people while
playing golf, and I have turned many acquaintances into friendships. On more than a few
occasions while playing in other cities, I have eagerly invited my new friends to visit me in my
hometown, join me for a round or two on my local course, and come over to my house for a big
dinner that my wife will cook. Although on further reflection I hope my new friends never take me
up on any of this, I still have warm feelings about them, and I hope I run into them again, perhaps
while I am traveling on business in a distant city.At the same time, virtually all of the conversing
that takes place during golf is (especially among serious players) about golf. I used to belong to
a weekly poker group. When I would come home from a poker game, my wife would ask me if I
had picked up any gossip. “No,” I would say. “We just played cards.” She was appalled by the
idea that half a dozen friends could sit around a table for four or five hours and never say
anything to one another more interesting than “I’m out” or “More beer?” More recently, my wife
asked me what an old friend and I had talked about during a long day together at the golf course.
“Our swings,” I said truthfully. The only serious golfers I know who don’t talk about golf while
playing golf are those who have decided that not talking about golf while playing will improve
their games.5. Its sociability notwithstanding, golf is unusual among competitive sports in that it
can be played alone. Teeing off by oneself as the sun is coming up is an intoxicating experience
and a good way to charge one’s mental batteries for the day ahead. Nine holes alone on an
uncrowded course in the early evening is as good as a martini at expunging one’s daily store of
disappointment and despair. Even fifteen minutes on a driving range can transform one’s outlook
—occasionally for the better.Whether played alone or in a crowd, golf is a solitary contest. Its
essence is, in the words of the wonderful golf writer Herbert Warren Wind, “man’s battle against
himself.” One learns to play better primarily by learning to get out of one’s own way. Maddeningly,
many of the problems that plague poor golfers are exacerbated by their efforts to prevent them.
Aiming farther to the left makes the ball fly farther to the right; flexing one’s arm muscles while
swinging makes one’s drives weaker, not stronger; trying to swing harder makes the clubhead
move more slowly. The paradox of the golf swing is that one begins to gain control of it only by
seeming to let it go.6. Golf, when properly used, promotes a healthy sense of play. Most
grownups don’t play enough, in the kid sense. In fact, most of what passes for play in the adult
world is just work by other means. Virtually all golfers treat golf not as a game but as a job they
wish they had the guts to quit. But it doesn’t have to be that way. Golf is ideally suited to
pretending.Like most adults, I have watched my childhood powers of fantasy atrophy into
powers of self-delusion. When I was eight years old, it was easy for me to pretend that the
monthly meetings of my Cub Scout pack were the conferences of a secret international
intelligence organization whose members happened to wear blue shorts, yellow neckerchiefs,



and beanies. Nowadays, I mostly accept reality for what it is: no more slow-motion touchdown
receptions, very little air guitar. On a golf course, however, I occasionally find myself playing in
the old way—for example, pretending that my club’s three-day member-guest is the Walker Cup.
Of course, doing this often requires a positively herculean suspension of disbelief. Not many
world-class amateurs follow a sliced drive with a shanked approach, a sculled pitch, a chunked
chip, and three feeble putts. But there are occasional moments of transcendence.7. Because of
golf’s handicapping system, competitive matches can be played by players of greatly different
levels of skill. If Tom Watson, for some reason, could find no one else to play with, he could play
with me and, after spotting me the necessary strokes, still hope to have an interesting contest.
Golf is the only sport I can think of in which direct competition between pros and amateurs, men
and women, adults and children, young women and old men, or old women and touring
professionals is routinely feasible. The use of different tees makes it possible to adapt the
course to the abilities of the players, and the handicapping system allows further adjustments.
As a result, you can play golf on an equal footing not only with your wife but also with your kids.
Thus, golf simultaneously enhances sexual parity (important to liberals) and traditional family
values (ditto to conservatives).The same sort of leveling is not possible in, for example, tennis.
There is nothing that Ivan Lendl could do, short of blindfolding himself and holding his racket in
his armpit, to make a match with me come out anywhere close to even.* Incidentally, Lendl is a
good golfer and a fierce though good-natured competitor. He lives in Connecticut and belongs to
a nearby nine-hole club that for close to fifty years has played an annual two-day grudge match
with mine. Last year, Lendl played as the number three man on the other club’s team—I played
as the number eight man on ours—and on the first day he was paired with a friend of his at our
club named Spencer. The night after the first match, Spencer’s phone rang, and an accented
voice said, “I just wanted to say that I enjoyed kicking your ass today,” and hung up. The next day,
Spencer slipped Lendl’s putter out of his bag when he wasn’t looking and put a condom on the
grip. “Is this new, I hope?” Lendl asked when he discovered the trick. As usual, our team won.8.
Golf is a literate game. The list of golf’s distinguished chroniclers is impressively long: Bernard
Darwin, P. G. Wodehouse, Henry Longhurst, Grantland Rice, Herbert Warren Wind, Peter
Dobereiner, Dan Jenkins, George Plimpton, John Updike, among many others. The game lends
itself to metaphor and reflection, and it has the great distinction among professional sports of
being both played and covered by people who, by and large, went to college. Football is more
fun to watch than to read about; baseball is more fun to read about than to watch. Golf, in
contrast to both, is equally interesting in fact and on paper, and it has the further advantage of
being a game that is actually played by its fans. Indeed, one reason golf writing in general is so
good is that many of the people who cover the game are themselves avid players. Golf pros, golf
writers, and golf fans share a huge body of common experience and knowledge. The only thing I
find disappointing is that virtually all of them voted for George Bush.9. Golf provides an
organizing principle for travel. Mere idle globe-trotting holds no appeal for me; I like a trip to have
a purpose. For this reason, I enjoy traveling with children. Having kids along forces you to do the



things that you really enjoy (buying crappy souvenirs, going to Disney World, eating at Wendy’s)
and to skip the things you really don’t (going to plays, touring the wine country, looking at art).
Keeping your kids from slitting one another’s throats compels you to find activities that are
actually interesting, as opposed to merely sounding like the kinds of activities people engage in
when they are on vacation. When children are not available, golf can serve a similar function.
Rather than tramping aimlessly around Scotland in the hope of being moved by differences
between it and America, one tramps around Scotland checking off names on one’s life list of
British Open courses, with an occasional castle thrown in to appease one’s wife.10. Although
golf is expensive in absolute terms, on an hourly basis (especially on crowded public courses) it
isn’t that much costlier than bowling. A perfectly serviceable set of new clubs can be had for a
couple of hundred dollars, and decent used clubs can often be had for considerably less. An
hour or two spent poking through the bushes on virtually any course will turn up a month’s
supply of balls. Sneakers can often be substituted for spikes. Public courses are often very good.
I know hunters and fishermen who spend far more on their favorite form of recreation than I do
on mine.11. If you walk and play fairly quickly, golf provides a certain amount of exercise. Not
aerobic exercise, of course, but a mildly elevated level of metabolic activity. I’ve lost a few
pounds since taking up golf, if only because time that I spend on the golf course is time that I
cannot also spend sitting at my desk eating coffee ice cream and drinking Yoo-Hoo. Mark Twain
once dismissed golf as “a good walk spoiled,” but I think he got it exactly wrong. In my view, golf
is a walk improved, since golf, unlike mere walking, gives you something challenging to think
about, as well as something interesting to do with your hands. Golf is a walk with a purpose.
Unfortunately, those golfers who have the most to gain from walking usually insist on taking
carts. Indeed, too many American golfers are such miserable physical specimens that they are
capable of exhausting themselves to the verge of collapse simply by climbing in and out of a golf
cart sixty or seventy times in the space of four or five hours.12. Golf confers no particular
advantage on extreme youth. The average major-tournament winner is somewhere on the lower
slopes of middle age. Masters champions tend to be in their early or middle thirties, a time of life
by which professional football players, for example, are viewed either as has-beens or as
medical anomalies. It is not at all unheard-of for golfers in their forties and fifties to compete
successfully day in and day out with golfers half their age. Raymond Floyd, now in his fifties, at
one time seemed to be capable of simultaneously dominating both the regular and the senior
professional tours. Youth means so little because golf is as much a mental game as a physical
one. It rewards experience, poise, and strategic resourcefulness, just as life does. Unlike major-
league baseball, professional tennis, and the city of Los Angeles, it is not dominated by
adolescent thugs.13. Golf is continually challenging. I frequently play with a low-handicap player
and longtime student of the game named Art. One day when Art was struggling a little off the
tee, he said to me in exasperation, “I can’t remember how I take the club back.” Every golfer is
familiar with this situation. One day, your swing is there; the next day (or hole), it’s not. No matter
how good your game may seem at some particular moment, there’s always some part in need of



tinkering. Furthermore, you always know that the parts that now seem sound may suddenly
disintegrate. This prospect of arbitrary, undeserved disaster causes thoughtful golfers to engage
in strange behavior. Nick Faldo doesn’t trim his fingernails once a tournament begins, for fear of
throwing his swing out of whack. Tom Watson always carries an odd number of coins.Because
the golf swing is so volatile, it requires special treatment. My own theory is that you should
always be changing something about your game, even when you’re playing well. Your swing
won’t sit still, so you mustn’t either. Your only chance of keeping up is to try to stay a step ahead.
Maybe strengthen your grip slightly, or open your stance a bit, or think a little harder about the
position of your chin—anything to distract the game-destroying gremlins that are always
standing on your shoulders, waiting for you to become complacent. Once when I was playing
especially well, I decided suddenly to change the type of ball I had been playing. I wasn’t
unhappy with my old type of ball; I just needed something different to think about. And if my
game suddenly went south the following week, I wanted something silly to blame it on.14. Golf is
a game of good and bad luck. It is played on purpose under circumstances that ensure superior
skill alone will not always determine the victor. A ball sliced out of bounds may hit a tree and
ricochet back to the middle of the fairway. A perfectly struck drive may land on a sprinkler head
and carom out of bounds. In an attractively thought-provoking way, golf is frequently unfair. The
player who drains a sixty-foot putt to close out a match knows that his victorious stroke was the
sum of a thousand offsetting errors and accidents that could easily have added up in a different
way. Perhaps as a result, golfers tend to be more gracious in defeat and less pompous in victory
than other athletes. (I’ve heard this, anyway.)15. Golf satisfies many of the same testosterone-
based male yearnings that hunting does, but without bloodshed. For a lot of men, in fact, golf
gradually becomes a more or less acceptable substitute for sex. (Bobby Locke once said that
golf is similar to sex in that one can enjoy it without being good at it.) Basic golf terminology has
a lascivious cast: balls, shafts, heads, etc. A number of common golfing expressions are vaguely
suggestive: A driver is a “big stick”; scrambling for par is “getting up and down”; to hit a ball
straight at the pin is to knock it “stiff”; feeble putters are invariably reminded that never to be up is
never to be in. Golf courses themselves have an erotic quality, with provocatively contoured
fairways and well-guarded holes. Playing a course for the first time is comparable to having a
fling with a new lover; playing one’s home course year after year is roughly analogous to taking
one’s spouse to a movie and falling asleep in one’s seat.The element of sublimation in golf may
help to account for the seemingly reflexive resentment of many nongolfing spouses. If golf is, in
part, a game of spouse-avoidance, should one wonder that spouses don’t like it? Or perhaps
they really do like it, and their apparent disapproval is merely a clever, if unconscious,
masquerade. Knowing at some level that their hostility will encourage their mates to persist at an
obviously impossible pastime that keeps them out of the house for extended periods, they affect
to dislike golf. Thus is peace between the sexes maintained.16. In addition to being a substitute
for sex, golf can provide an agreeable alternative to marriage. The members of any club tend to
pair off over time, forming stable on-course relationships that are the equivalent of matrimony.



The same guys play together week after week, gradually coming to seem less like individual
golfers than like the joined halves of some improbable but delicately balanced machine.
(Incidentally, a typical foursome is not a relationship among four players, as is commonly
assumed, but rather an opportunistic alliance between two discrete golf marriages.) Some
golfing relationships are based on the domination of a weak player by a strong one; others
resemble something like a union of equals; still others are entirely inscrutable. In every case, the
members of a golfing pair evolve defining eccentricities that eventually make them unsuited to
playing with anyone else. The very rhythm of their swings can be thrown off by the absence of
their habitual partners or by the presence of outsiders who have unfamiliar putting strokes, tell
odd jokes, walk at an unaccustomed pace, play for unusual stakes, praise or fail to praise certain
shots, and so forth.It is sadly not possible to discuss golf marriage without also mentioning golf
divorce. Recently at my local club, a golf marriage of many years’ standing came abruptly to an
end. One day, the relationship seemed to be happily intact; the next day, one of the members
turned up at the first tee with a different partner and never looked back. The scorned player
stayed away from the club for a while, then returned with a succession of new partners—some
younger, some older, all unsatisfactory. One day, my friend (and devoted golf spouse) Jim
spotted the interloper on an adjacent fairway and shouted, “Home-wrecker!”17. Golf keeps you
interested in being alive. The great British golfer Harry Vardon once wrote, “I have sometimes
heard good golfers sigh regretfully, after holing out on the eighteenth green, that in the best of
circumstances as to health and duration of life they cannot hope for more than another twenty, or
thirty, or forty years of golf, and they are then very likely inclined to be a little bitter about the
good years of their youth that they ‘wasted’ at some other less fascinating sport.” You don’t hear
people talking like that about their jobs, except, perhaps, inversely.Whenever I play a round with
a good older golfer, I mentally subtract my age from his or hers and figure that, with a little luck, I
will perhaps be able to play decently at least as long as that. The only reason I don’t regret not
having played golf through my adolescence and young adulthood is that if I had done so I would
have been miserable during the eight years my wife and I lived in New York City, where playing
golf is essentially impossible. I now judge all illnesses and injuries solely according to their
probable impact on my game. I drive my car more slowly than I once did, because even a minor
car accident would clearly be golf-threatening. When I see a man on crutches or in a wheelchair,
I think, “Gee, I bet he can’t hit it more than about a hundred yards.” I used to think that if I suffered
some terrible injury to my hands, I would have the surgeon fuse my fingers so that they would fit
on the home keys of a typewriter keyboard; I now know that I would have them fused in a slightly
strong overlapping golf grip.18. Golf reminds you of your mortality. Like life, a round of golf
begins in easy optimism, progresses through a lengthy middle period in which hope and despair
are mingled, deteriorates into regret, confusion, and resignation, and comes abruptly to an end.
Teeing off on the tenth hole, I usually find myself feeling pretty much the way I did when I turned
thirty-five: Hey, what happened to the first nine? Then: Oh, well, maybe I’ll birdie in. Being
reminded of one’s mortality is good for one’s game. If you knew you were going to live forever,



how hard do you think you would work on your putting?Still, what is finally fascinating and
appealing about golf is not its similarity to life but its differences from it. Unlike life, golf has rules,
an internationally recognized governing body, and a clearly defined purpose. When people say
that golf is like life—or, in some extreme cases, that golf is life—what they really mean is that
they wish life were more golflike than it actually is. Golf is life simplified and improved. Golf would
truly be like life only if, as John Updike has written, “some players were using tennis rackets and
hockey pucks, some were teeing off backward from the green to the tee, and some thought the
object of the game was to spear other players with the flagsticks.” In the end, the game is really
just a game. Its tragedies are ephemeral, its victories are artificial, and the pro overcharges for
balls.Hmmm. Like life after all.In northwestern Connecticut, where I live, the golf season ends
around Thanksgiving and doesn’t start up again until income tax time. During that four-and-a-
half-month hiatus, my friends and I try to keep our swings alive by hacking around our snow-
covered golf course with seven-irons and orange balls. When the sun is bright and the snow is
deep, we track our shots by sound as much as by sight. Someone aims into the glare while
everyone else stands still with one ear pointed down the fairway, waiting for a muffled thump.
Then we trudge off in what we hope is the right direction, being careful not to confuse the trail by
making too many new footprints. The orange balls glow eerily from the bottoms of their burrows,
like domes of magma rising through the ocean floor. We dig them out, stamp down a teeing
area, and hit again.I was introduced to glacier golf by four men who at the time ranged in age
from sixty-five to eighty. They called themselves the Fuckheads, after their customary term of
endearment. One of them later moved away, mainly because his wife had finally decided that
she had had enough of New England winters. Two of the remaining three were once crack
golfers with low single-digit handicaps. They’ve watched their swings erode over the decades,
but they still turn out at eight o’clock on most Saturdays and Sundays from December through
February. When they were younger, they used to end their winter rounds by lighting a fire in the
unheated cabin that serves as a clubhouse and drinking scotch while frost formed on the insides
of the windows. One bitterly cold January morning long ago, the liquor froze in a glass that one
of them had left on a table a few paces from the fire. Nowadays, they usually play just nine holes,
and they’re happy if two out of three show up. They don’t seem to mind it when I join them.
Indeed, there are times when I feel a little bit like a Fuckhead myself.*Playing golf in the snow is
good for a golf swing. Snow dissipates the energy stored in a clubhead even more than sand or
dirt does, so you have to keep your head still and swing smoothly. Each of us carries only a
single club, a limitation that inspires inventiveness in shot making. It was while playing winter golf
that I learned what must be the first principle of the golf swing: that the key to achieving power is
not effort but ease. Facing a hundred-yard shot and having only a seven-iron with which to hit it, I
swung easily and gracefully and launched my ball on a high, gorgeous, left-bending arc that
ended deep within the woods behind the green.In early spring, when the course is too wet to
walk on, the Fuckheads prowl the edges of the fairways, looking for old balls that have popped
up through the thawing ground like corpses of gangsters rising in the Hudson River. As the



temperature climbs, the compressed snow at the bottom of their footprints melts last, making
what looks like dance diagrams or the work of a sewing machine gone wild. The course
becomes green again in splotches. New buds and then small leaves incrementally obliterate the
open winter views. Water trickles audibly but unseen in the curtain drains beneath the fairways.
Antsy members drive hopefully into the parking lot, spot the COURSE CLOSED sign still
dangling from the gate by the first tee, and drive away.My local course is always one of the very
last in the area to reopen. The greenkeeper is exacting, and he is impervious to the scowls of
members. The other club that I belong to has better drainage and always opens a week or two
earlier, and there’s a public course nearby that always opens a week or two before that. As
March draws to an end, my friends and I begin to hit the telephones, calling the most likely
prospects each morning to ask for an update. “Not today,” the pro will say. “Maybe on Tuesday, if
the rain stops.” Someone hears a rumor that a municipal course three towns away is already
open, but the rumor turns out to be false. “Try again on Friday.” The Weather Channel gloomily
persists in predicting rain. One night, the temperature plunges into the twenties, and in the
morning the frost is so heavy that you could almost believe the ground was covered with snow.
Finally, though, the sun comes out for two days in a row, and the phone at the nearest public
course is tantalizingly busy. “Eight o’clock tomorrow,” a bored voice says when I finally get
through. Summer always seems to end almost before it begins, but winter lasts for years.In early
spring, the courses in my area are often fogbound. I have sometimes played when the women’s
tees were invisible from the men’s. Dense fog isn’t necessarily bad for a golf swing. You can’t see
the trees or the ponds or the boundary walls. You force yourself to imagine the fairway, and then
you swing. In fog you always seem to be alone on the course—even when, as is often the case,
you really are. Then the fog lifts and the spring winds begin to blow. A strong wind is good
camouflage for a creaky early-season swing. When drive after drive leaks feebly to the right,
who’s to say that it isn’t the fault of the breeze, even if it’s blowing the other way?My local course
stays mostly empty until Memorial Day, regardless of the weather. Most of the older members
are obedient creatures of the calendar. They put away their clubs after the first weekend in
September, and they don’t bring them out again until the last weekend in May. After that, the
course begins to seem uncomfortably crowded on nice weekends. With luck, I’ve found my
swing by then and can begin the gradual annual process of losing it.In the dead of summer, the
hot air loosens stiff muscles, a well-hit ball seems to float forever, the fairways and greens get
hard. At last, you can put away your turtlenecks and begin the idiotically enjoyable task of
deciding which souvenir golf shirt is most likely to bring good luck today, and which you should
save for tomorrow. The sun seems never to go down. In July, you can rise at dawn and squeeze
in eighteen holes before work, or you can tee off after an early dinner and squeeze in eighteen
holes before tucking your children into bed, or you can do both. There’s a club tournament of
some kind almost every weekend. The grass burns up on the practice tee. A doe and her fawns
pause in mid-chew to watch you miss a short putt for bogey on the eighth. A father lets his six-
year-old daughter drive the golf cart as soon as they’re out of sight of the pro shop, hoping to



keep her occupied for a few more holes.Gradually, the mornings and evenings grow cooler. The
sun’s arc shortens and drifts lower in the sky. The autumn light makes the course look
breathtaking, but now even balls hit into the fairway are sometimes difficult to find. The drone of
gasoline-powered leaf blowers replaces the drone of cicadas. In the trees behind the fourth
green, the air smells vaguely of bourbon; it is the smell of wet earth and decaying leaves. The
course seems to smolder as you stand on the first tee, impatiently drinking coffee and waiting for
the first frost of the late season to burn away. The greenkeeper moves all the pins forward and
leaves them there so that they will be easier to retrieve when the first hard freeze comes. You tee
off at three-thirty but pack it in after sixteen, no longer able to see. Golf bags begin to disappear
from the bag room. Golf balls go on sale. The pro runs out of spikes and doesn’t bother to
restock. The guy with the big compressor comes to blow water out of the sprinkler lines. Acorns
falling on the clubhouse porch sound like errant golf balls. Against a sky the color of sheet metal,
half a dozen crows chase a hawk in tight circles above the seventh green, nipping at its wings.
Leaves fill the cups, and you have to scoop them out before you can putt. At last, you can put
away your golf shirts and begin the idiotically enjoyable task of deciding which souvenir golf
sweater is most likely to bring good luck today and which you should save for tomorrow.On the
first day of December a couple of years ago, my friend Jim and I played our final round of the
season. The temperature was in the low fifties, but there were heavy clouds moving in from the
north. The rain was supposed to begin that afternoon, and it was supposed to turn to sleet the
following day, and the temperature was supposed to drop below freezing and stay there. It was
the last real golf day we would have for at least four and a half months; ahead lay nothing but icy
winds and Fuckheads. Jim and I had the course entirely to ourselves, and we both played well. I
hit almost every fairway, and Jim sank two chips. After eighteen holes we were even.The
temperature was dropping, but the rain hadn’t come yet, so we decided to go around again. One
down after eight, I birdied nine and pulled back to level. The wind was picking up. We decided to
stop there.I felt sad that the golf year was over, but not terribly sad. My swing felt solid, and I
figured it would keep until spring. Jim and I stood on the first tee for quite a while, just looking at
the course. “A good finish to a good season,” Jim said, and I agreed. Reluctant to leave, I dug a
few old balls out of my bag, and we hit them into the woods. We cleaned our stuff out of the bag
room. I found an old hat of mine in the lost-and-found box. Then Jim and I shook hands, and we
went home.The rain came down so hard that night it woke me. A couple of hours later, my son,
who was three, woke me again. He had had a bad dream. As I got him a drink of water and put
him back to bed, I noticed that the rain had stopped. There was still no rain at six, when the kids
and I got up for good. We had breakfast, and I read them some books. As I did, I kept glancing
out the window. The sky was very gray, and the clouds were churning. The temperature was in
the low forties, but there was no rain and no frost. At nine, I called Jim.Ten minutes later, we were
back on the first tee. “The first round of the new season,” Jim said. And we teed off.*I’ve had only
one golf dream that was surreally anxiety-ridden in the standard dreamlike way. In it I was getting
ready to tee off on a 193-yard par-three on a fancy country-club course that I knew nothing



about. The first player to hit used a nine-iron. His ball cut low between two big maple trees,
threaded its way through a partly opened wrought-iron gate in a high stone wall, and landed pin-
high on a green the size of a mattress. There were some cars parked near the green, and in fact,
the green sometimes seemed to be situated in an empty parking space on a crowded city street.
It was now my turn to hit, and I felt embarrassed that I was going to have to use a three-iron after
the first player, whom I didn’t seem to know, had used a nine. I had a great deal of trouble finding
a place to tee my ball, because half a dozen golfers were sitting in large armchairs arranged
haphazardly on the tee. They were laughing and talking loudly and paying no attention to me. As
I moved anxiously among them, I was also somehow crawling near the green, and I found
several balls hidden in some thick rough. I seemed to know that one of these balls belonged to
the first player, and I believed that by studying it closely I would learn something that might help
me with my own shot. I was having trouble concentrating, because I was worried about
something the first player had done before teeing off. He had teed his ball three club lengths
behind the tee markers, a distance he had measured with his club, and while I crawled among
the big chairs I tried to decide whether I should inform him that the rules of golf permit teeing the
ball no more than two club lengths behind the tee markers. I was worried that my concern about
his violation of the rules would affect my ability to hit my own shot. My struggle seemed to go on
for a very long time. Before I got around to hitting my ball, I woke up.*Here’s the joke: How do you
teach your wife to play golf? With a bucket of balls, a one-iron, and a downhill lie. You say, “We’ll
take things easy at first, starting with the number-one club, and we’ll put the ball on a little down
slope, to make it easier to hit. Now, just relax, and let the club do the work.”*Further evidence of
the superiority of golf over tennis—as if any were needed—is the fact that there are no tennis
jokes. Actually, there’s one: “Distraught wife: ‘You love golf more than you love me.’ Husband:
‘That’s true. But I love you more than I love tennis.’ ” This is not to suggest that golf jokes are
funny; they are not. But the scarcity of tennis-based humor of any kind indicates how superficial
the game is. Jack Nicklaus once said that tennis is a “better” sport than golf. Quite obviously, he
meant only that playing tennis is better exercise—a point already universally conceded. In every
other way, however, golf is better than tennis. Tennis is to golf as checkers is to chess.*According
to the United States Golf Association, playing golf in the snow was invented by Rudyard Kipling,
who used to paint balls red and hit them into tin cans buried in snow in the vast front yard of his
house in Dummerston, Vermont. Rudyard Kipling—the original Fuckhead.2GOING TO
CAMPMY REINTRODUCTION TO GOLF FOLLOWED THE USUAL BEGINNER’S pattern. My
game improved dramatically during the first month or two, since I had started essentially at zero,
but it quickly reached a rather low plateau and seldom rose above it. My drives gradually ceased
to threaten the lives of my playing partners, but even when they looked fairly decent, they didn’t
go very far. I developed a booming slice that began to seem indestructible, and to compensate
for it I started setting up virtually perpendicular to the direction of the fairway. (A slice is a shot
that, for a right-handed golfer, curves sharply to the right; a hook is one that curves to the left.) In
fact, I began aiming so far to the left that I sometimes appeared to be playing an adjacent hole.



My occasional good shots were almost invariably followed by whiffs, or twenty-yard skulls, or
snap hooks out of bounds. My elbows ached from repeatedly hitting the big ball instead of the
small one—wiseacre golf talk for smacking one’s club into the earth. My putting stroke remained
a sort of random, tentative stab. I took lessons fairly often, but thirty minutes never seemed like
enough time to learn very much, and almost everything I did learn evaporated as I made my way
back to the course. Each time I developed a new swing flaw, my teacher would show me a trick
that would neutralize it—move your right foot back, move your left hand to the right, take your
club back inside—and the trick would work for as long as the lesson lasted but no longer. I never
seemed to get anywhere. I found myself wishing that I had studied golf in college, instead of
wasting my physical peak on beer and The Norton Anthology of English Literature.Only once
during that first season did my game seem to fall into place. It was about a month after I had
started playing. My friend Bill and I had made a date to go out late in the afternoon, after he got
home from work. It looked like rain all day, and I felt anxious and depressed, figuring that we
wouldn’t get to play. But then, suddenly, the sun broke through the clouds, and the threatening
skies turned benign. The golf course was empty when we got there. It was suffused with an eerie
but soothing light. As we played, I wasn’t thinking about anything in particular. I was just enjoying
the evening and feeling pleasantly surprised that the sky was clearing. At some point, though, I
noticed that I was making an unusual number of pars. (Any number of pars was unusual for me
then.) I was also hitting my drives a long way, and I was making the ball go where I wanted it to
go. On the last hole, a short par-four, I nearly put my drive on the green, then chipped to within
four or five feet, and just missed my birdie putt. My par gave me a thirty-nine for nine holes. I had
never come close to a score like that before, and it would be months before I would come close
to it again, but my memory of that round will keep me playing for the rest of my life.That
afternoon will always mystify me. I suppose that what happened was that for a couple of hours
my numerous swing flaws magically fell into alignment and canceled one another out, enabling
me to pull off a convincing imitation of a decent player. Whatever it was, the spell didn’t last very
long. Bill and I had been planning to play only nine holes, but I naturally insisted on finishing the
round—I wanted to notch my first score in the seventies, or at the very least my first score in the
eighties.Sad to say, I had trouble keeping my score in the nineties. On the second nine I scored
a far more typical fifty-eight, for a total of ninety-seven (or “three under,” as my father and his
friends would say). By the following weekend, when we played eighteen holes with a couple of
friends, I had reverted totally to my old self. As I sprayed the ball at random within a compact
radius of my feet, Bill kept saying, “Gee, you should have seen him the other night.”That thirty-
nine was flukey and wonderful. It also seemed like a kind of challenge. Far more than the
isolated good shot, the isolated good round makes golf seem enticingly approachable. My thirty-
nine sat there smoldering, a teeny ember in the middle of my head. I didn’t seem to be able to
repeat the experience, but I couldn’t put it out of my mind, either.Then, one day as I sat in my
office pretending to work, I found myself gazing dreamily at an advertisement in the back pages
of a golf magazine. The advertisement was for a golf school. I immediately realized that what I



needed more than anything in the world was to do what struggling tour pros do when their
games go south: place myself in the hands of a highly skilled teacher, who would help me build a
new swing from scratch. I bought a paperback book called The Guide to Golf Schools & Camps
and spent several days thumbing through it. It listed golf schools for children, women, left-
handers, families, old people, high handicappers, low handicappers, people with disabilities,
people interested in working only on their short game, and others. The schools were in places
such as Florida, California, Hawaii, Mexico, Jamaica, the Bahamas, Spain, the Canary Islands,
the Dominican Republic, and Kansas.In the end, the listing I found most appealing was that for
Golf Digest Instruction Schools, a sister company to the magazine. (At that time, I had no
connection to Golf Digest; I am now a contributing editor.) Golf Digest conducts roughly 150
three-day and five-day schools each year at resorts and golf clubs all over the country. Among
the sites are the Innisbrook Resort and Golf Club, in Tarpon Springs, Florida; the Ocean Edge
Resort, in Brewster, Massachusetts; and Troon North Golf Club, in North Scottsdale, Arizona.
After several days of happy deliberation, I settled on a mid-November session at the Sea Island
Golf Club, in Georgia, where Golf Digest had recently opened a state-of-the-art teaching facility
called the Learning Center. The Learning Center has a high-tech video studio, an enormous,
amphitheaterlike driving range with target greens and fairways, covered hitting stalls that enable
you to practice in the pouring rain, and a staff of experienced teachers. It is situated on the
grounds of the thirty-six-hole Sea Island Golf Club, one of the best resort courses in the country.
A three-day, four-night session would come to a little over twenty-three hundred dollars,
including hotel room, green fees, and all meals (the price has since gone up). I sent in my
deposit and made airplane reservations.When I told my friends that I was going to golf camp,
some raised their eyebrows, some expressed envy, and some became apocalyptic. “I knew a
guy who went to golf school,” a friend told me. “When he came back, his handicap was ten
strokes higher, and it took him six months to get his game back to where it had been before.” I
heard dire warnings often enough to make me worry slightly. But I figured that my game was
already so lousy that the downside risk was low.During the weeks before my departure, the mail
brought several packages from Golf Digest. One contained special scorecards that I was
supposed to fill out and send in for computer analysis. (I eagerly did.) Another warned me not to
wear bifocals during my lessons. (I might not be able to tell which ball I was supposed to hit.)
Another contained a list of the names, occupations, addresses, and handicaps of my eleven
fellow students. (My handicap at the time, twenty-four, placed me roughly in the middle of the
class.) Another contained a questionnaire concerning my goals as a golfer. (I said I wanted to
become “consistent.”) I packed my suitcase two days early. I scrubbed the heads of my golf
clubs with steel wool and dishwashing detergent, and I cleaned the grooves with toothpicks. I
filled the ball pocket of my golf bag with balls that cost twice as much as the kind I usually played
with. The night before I left, I lay awake for hours, waiting for my alarm to go off. I felt as excited
as if I were fifteen years old and on my way to screwing school.Sea Island was founded a little
over sixty years ago by a group of investors led by Howard Coffin, the designer of the first



Hudson automobile. Coffin envisioned a secluded coastal enclave for non-Jewish rich people
that would prosper as the nation’s primitive network of paved roads grew. The resort opened in
1928. Its low, tile-roofed hotel, called the Cloister, was designed by Addison Mizner, who had
made his name designing fancy houses in Palm Beach. George and Barbara Bush spent their
honeymoon at the Cloister, in 1945, when it was still a fastness of leisurely anti-Semitism. They
made a second visit shortly before my trip to golf camp, and the president had his leaky, right-
bending swing analyzed in the video room at the Learning Center. Today, Sea Island is still a
confederate stronghold, but any bigotry is no longer a matter of official policy, and the resort
welcomes anyone who can cough up the hard currency; plastic is not accepted. The resort’s golf
courses are a ten-minute drive away, on St. Simon’s Island, which sits between Sea Island and
the mainland. The Sea Island Golf Club has four nine-hole courses, each with a fairly distinct
personality (one runs along the ocean, one skirts the edges of a ball-hungry marsh, and so
forth). They share a single clubhouse, and they can be played in different combinations.
According to local legend, Bobby Jones once said they were among the finest courses he had
ever played. Davis Love III lives near the tee of a long par-five on the course called Retreat, and
he uses the fairway as a personal driving range.
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Scott Meyer, “Greatness is where you find it. Yes this is a great book ... it managed to explain the
all consuming glories of gofl to someone entirely, contemptuously indiffierent. The writer has
(would have to have) an essential gift for humanistic light satire that dissects without killing any
of the joy or fun (a natural slice?) and effortlessly gets you out on the green in the rain at 4qm
with the other happy lunatics ... and even to St. Andrews. This was my fourth copy, I give them
away to my golfing friends”

Allan MacLeod, “My favourite all time book on golf. David Owen has a great sense of humour
and his anecdotes about the game of golf are insightful and sometimes quite profound. I have
been playing golf for over 60 years and this book has been a favourite read for several years. It
has been so enjoyable I have purchased several copies over the years to give to my golfing
friends.”

avidreader, “Wonderful tips and reminders with lots of funny stories.. David Owen has a gift for
telling stories that make you laugh. But you will also learn some solid truths about what makes
good golf. The combination of stories and tips has really helped me enjoy the GAME of golf.”

John H,, “Four Stars. good”

xlkel@excelonline.com, “He is every avid golfer. If you think of golf while at the office, in the car,
on the can; if you perform practice swings whenever you are sure you will not hit a wall, furniture
or another person; if you dream of playing every course that has been mentioned just barely
favorably in print, you will love this book. I saw myself and every golfer I have ever met in this
book. And I couldn't help but laugh at most of those golfers that Owen met including himself
sometimes. I also felt much envy for the courses he was able to play especially in the UK. He
moves from subject to subject as smoothly as a putt on the number 1 green on the first day of
the Masters. This book brings an understanding to the game for hackers that you don't get from
watching pros. Loved it.”

Christopher W. Nace, “Great Book. I laughed (Myrtle chapter).. I cried (Top Ten chapter).. A roller
coaster of action and suspense (Disney Pro-Am Chapter).. a Thriller (Ireland Chapter- or more
specifically, Irish cuisine)...Humorously captures the emotions of anyone who suddenly (and
dramatically) becomes smitten with  this game. Only true golf lovers need apply.”

L.J. Skeie (solo@snet.net), “This book is laugh out loud funny.. This book is laugh out loud
funny for any hacker who enjoys the frustration of this game. David Owen is obviously in love
with the game and gives us many a humorous note as well as useful tips. He takes the edge off
those momentary urges to throw our clubs into the nearest lake.  L.J. Skeie”



MR GARY MCNEILL, “Excellent. I found it highly entertaining from start to finish! Anyone who
loves the game will enjoy this book.  Well done David Owen!”

The book by David Owen has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 12 people have provided feedback.
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